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DEPARTMENT VISION
To provide basic and advanced knowledge and skills among civil engineering
students so as to meet the changing industrial and research needs to become the
acknowledged leader in civil engineering.
DEPARTMENT MISSION

M1 To provide education in the field of civil engineering and guide them towards
technical advancement

M2 To impart essential skills to the students and enhance their employable
potential and entrepreneurial capabilities

M3 To educate the student in solving problems related to interdisciplinary fields
M4 To nurture leadership skills with social consciousness to act professionally and
ethically

M5 Extend engineering knowledge through creative, innovative projects and
research so as to promote consultancy for industrial and social needs.

M6 To use modern engineering tools and appropriate teaching techniques for
modeling, analyzing and designing the real world problems
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➢ Habits to gain success
➢ Avoid distraction while studying
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Introducing…

Ms.D.Jereosia De Rose AP/Civil

The Editorial
team

Mr.U.VishwakChander( III Yr)

Ms.Preethi (III Yr)

Mr.L.HarishKumar(IV Yr)
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GUEST LECTURE
The Department of Civil Engineering of Easwari Engineering College organized a Guest lecture “Basic
Concepts of structural dynamics” on 22nd January’19 at 2.00pm. The guest was Dr.K.Muthumani FIE,
FISETRtd.,Chief scientist at CSIR structural Engineering Research Centre, fine researcher (handled 10 major
research projects) and leading consultant (150 consultancy projects) in the area of power plant structures and
earthquake engineering, head of A-STaR lab at SERC, currently working as Professor at VIT university.The
session started with basic concepts of dynamics such as period, frequency with an easy example of heart beat so
that the concepts were understood easily.Discussion on concepts like natural frequency and characteristics
geometrics such as mode shapes, resonance were explained. Modelling vibrations such as inertia (which stores
kinetic energy), elasticity (stores potential energy), energy dissipation were explained along with mass, stiffness
and dampers provision concepts in buildings. The mechanism were explained easily with an example of washing
machine vibrations.Also he explained about resonance, amplitude, harmonic loading (sinusoidal), free undamped
systems and damped systems and procedure to calculate natural frequency of building and their mode
shapes.Finally the session ended with the discussion of his own project work experience on the analysis of
dynamic loading to “Rashtrapathi Bhawan”. He shared his experience of his project works such as NDT tests done
at site and various stress strain relationships along with the dynamic analysis of building and findings such as the
building has resonance frequency falling a band of 12 to 40Hz, maximum bending moment in slab would increase
by 1.98 factor and reversal of loading is not expected so that the building is safe for seismic loads in future.

Dr.K.Muthumani Professor, VIT University, Chennai,
delivering the lecture for PG Civil Engineering Students.

Dr.K.Muthumani Professor, VIT University, Chennai,
delivering the lecture for PG Civil Engineering Students

Questions from the students about various methodologies were clarified and he shared his overall
experience with the industry.
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GUEST LECTURE
The Indian Concrete Institute (ICI) student chapter of
Department of Civil Engineering of Easwari Engineering
College organized a Guest lecture on 31st January, 2019 for the
Pre Final yearand PG First Year Students. The lecture on
“PRESTRESSED SLAB SYSTEMS” was delivered by was
Mr.Desigan A G V, Vice President, from Desigan AGV
Group, Chennai. The welcomeaddress was given by
department professor, Dr. M. Neelamegam, and then the chief
guest introduced himself in different interesting manner. The
two and half hour session from 10.00am to 12.30pm was a

Mr.Desigan A G V, Vice President delivering the lecture

thoroughly interactive session.

for the Pre Final yearand PG First Year Students

He briefly discussed about the history of prestressed concepts which was started during 1949 for bridge
structures and later by 1994 for PT slabs in buildings. The main topics discussed are about the introduction, analysis,
design and construction of prestressed slab systems. He explained the basic concepts with simple examples of wheel of
bullock cart, barrels. Then he explained the 2 methods such as pre-tensioning (Ex: Railway sleepers) and posttensioning (external tensioning in metro bridges) concepts for axial and eccentric loading. Also he discussed about the
advantages, disadvantages of using PT slabs. Applications such as bridges, power plant structures, ground anchrs,
heavy lift works, foundations, all types of buildings, LNG tanks were also discussed in the session.
Other topics such as framing selection criteria, PT
components, and disadvantages, basics of modelling such
as framing arrangement, slab thickness, drop thickness,
vibration criteria, and column strip width were also
discussed. He explained the analysis methods such as
FEM analysis (3D analysis), Equivalent frame analysis
(substitution frame method) and direct design method as
well as the analysis tools like ETABS, STADD, SAFE,
and SAP2000. After analysis, he explained the design
concepts of slab such as basics of design based on
serviceability criteria, class and stress distribution as per
IS 1343 clause 22.7.1, ACI 318M clause 18.3.3, BS8110

Professor Dr.M.Neelamegam, felicitating the resources person

clause 4.3.4.3. Various PT losses such as short term losses
like friction loss, seating loss, elastic shortening and long term losses like shrinkage of concrete, relaxation of strand
and creep also discussed.Design of tendon and profiling concepts also been discussed. Finally, the vote of thanks was
delivered by our department Professor, Dr, M.Neelamegam and the session was concluded
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CONNEXIONS
The Institution of Engineers (IE) Students’ Chapter, Civil
Department, Easwari Engineering College had conducted
the event of this semester, which was held on 8th
February 2019. The chief guest, Dr.Neelamegam and the
civil department staff present at the event were welcomed
by the faculty incharge of IE. She also welcomed the
participants and the fellow bearers for conducting the
event; it was a great turnout as12 teams from the first year
alone had come to participate.
First round of the connexions

The first round began promptly; it was a Connexions round with questions shown on ppt. In this round
questions asked were based completely on nontechnical words . The excitement level amongst the
participants rose at the sight of the visual questions. This round had 15 questions . In this round participants
had to connect the pictures shown in ppt and find the answers. At the end 4 teams were qualified for the final
round .This round had 10 questions where only non technical words were to be found out by connecting the
pictures. After this very messy and fun round, the winners were finally announced by Mrs.
Chandrakanthamma (IE faculty incharge) and the event was concluded.

Participants of the event

Participants of the event
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WORKSHOP ON MIKE SOFTWARE
The IE(I) Students’ Chapter, Civil Department, Easwari
Engineering College had organized a MIKE software
workshop which was conducted on Friday (11th January)
for the third year of the department of Civil Engineering.
The day began with the basics of the MIKE software and
new technology used in this software were demonstrated to
make the software more easier to navigate. In the morning
session, MIKE software application areas were explained.
In the afternoon session, a project was explained
practically using the MIKE software tools and its
techniques. In this session we were informed about the

Ms.Jeba, Incharge explaining the mike software to
the students

versions of MIKE software developed.
We came to know that this software’s main application areas are flood analysis and allevation design, real
time flood forecasting ,dambreak analysis, structure operations.This session was an interactive one for the
students.After this informative session, recent advancements in this MIKE software were discussed. The
session ended with a closing address from Mrs.Chandrakanthamma, senior professor of the Civil department
and a memento was presented to Mr. Abhilesh Ajaykumar and Miss.Jeba Grace who made the workshop
an efficacious one.

Mrs.Jothilakshmi,Associate professor presenting memento
to Mr.Abhilesh Ajaykumar,who conducted workshop

Mrs.Jothilakshmi,Associate professor presenting
memento to Ms.Jeba,who conducted workshop
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Plastic Roads

First recycled glass and plastic road in New South Wales, Australia at suburb Engadine

As a response to massive local waste and plastic pollution

design new technologies to support the safe implementation of

within their country, India’s government began experimenting

waste plastic in road construction. One such development

with plastic roads during the early 2000s, with waste plastic

involves converting waste plastics into small balls that, when

being used as a construction material. An early report by

combined with asphalt or other common road components, create

India’s Central Pollution Control Board discovered that even

a strong, permeable surface that features hollow spaces that

after four years of use, Jambulingam Street in Chennai—one of

allow stormwater to seep through the road and more effectively

the first plastic roads—had not sustained much damage. The

recharge groundwater.

board cited that no potholes, rutting, raveling, or edge flaws
were discovered during the evaluation. This level of

Transitioning to the use of plastic roads will lead to more

performance attracted the interests of local governments, who

manageable plastic waste and potentially, safer roads, but there

were looking to rid the Tamil Nadu region’s urban

are still some concerns regarding hazards that accompany plastic

environments of the discarded shopping bags, foam packaging,

roads as they age. As these roads gradually deteriorate due to

and other unrecyclable plastic products that litter the streets. As

heat and light, they may dissolve into micro-plastics that give off

of 2015, any Indian city with a population of at least 500,000 is

harmful pollutants, affecting the functionality and biodiversity of

required to construct their roads using waste plastic as a core

soil and water resources. Creative civil engineers play a

material, in efforts to promote greater pollution control and

significant role in ensuring that the science behind using waste

environmental sustainability for Indian communities.

plastic for roads is accurate, and that future iterations of this

Although the concept of using waste plastic in roads is still in its

concept are carried out with consideration for environmental

early stages, with very few plastic roads currently existing in the

health and safety.

Western world, civil engineering researchers in countries like
the United Kingdom and the United States are working to
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Vertical Farming

Lettuce grown in indoor vertical farming system
Using multistory high-rises to grow food is known as “vertical

Many entrepreneurs and scientists are currently evaluating

farming,” and The Association for Vertical Farming has found

how growing food inside of buildings coincides with improving

that, when compared with traditional agricultural methods,

social and environmental sustainability. Vertical farms also

growing food indoors uses 98 percent less water and 70 percent

have higher yields than traditional farms, allowing the

less fertilizer on average. To generate the amount of light and

production of more food, using far less urban space.

water necessary to keep plants healthy, while remaining as cost-

Significant progress in the study of vertical farming could lead

effective as possible, vertical farmers use a combination of

to improved food diversity, especially for residents of

energy efficient LED lights and hydroponic technology

population-dense urban areas and in places that are normally

(plumbing, irrigation, filtration). By implementing modern

unable to grow produce using traditional methods.

automation techniques to regulate these systems, civil engineers
can also limit the cost of labor required to maintain these farms.
The costs associated with vertical farming are still quite high, but
as science in this field advances, civil engineers will be able to
provide

the

populations

of

un-farmable

regions

with

opportunities to grow their own natural produce.
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12 HABITS OF SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS

1. The basics of time management and planning ahead
2. Don’t just get organized, they stay organized
3. Distribute your practice
4. Taking notes in class
5. Study using active recall
6. Approach your mistakes correctly
7. Make friends you can study with
8. Rock solid morning and evening routines
9. Parents: Give them the tools but don’t do it for them
10. Know how to ask for help, but try to find the answer first
11. Parents: Don’t focus on motivation, focus on behavior
12.

School isn’t everything
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“How to avoid distractions while studying”
• Finding a Focused Mindset
Keep yourself on track with the “be here now” technique. Whenever you feel your attention begin to
wander, stop and tell yourself to “be here now.” You may have to do this several times, but you will be
gently reminding yourself that you want to focus on the task at hand. If you do this consistently, you
should find that you gradually spend less and less time being distracted.

• Tune out specific distractions as you notice them
Say you’re trying to study in the library and you keep getting distracted by someone texting. Take note of
this specific distraction then tell yourself you are going to overcome it. The next time you see it happen,
will yourself not to look. Keep doing this every time the distraction comes up, and eventually you will no
longer notice it.

• Go off the grid
Texting, social media, calls, and other distractions that come from our electronic devices are some of the
biggest barriers to staying focused when studying. Luckily, the fix is easy and totally within your control.
Unplug yourself!
•

Turn off notifications on your devices. Better still, turn them off completely.

•

Don’t take calls or texts. Turn off your phone if you are able, or at least keep it on silent and away.

•

If you can’t stop this distraction, look into apps or browser plugins that can block social media, certain
websites, or any other specific outlets that pull you away from studying.

• Don’t attempt to multitask
Some people imagine that knocking out several things at once means you can work faster. Attempting to
multitask, such as doing your homework while watching TV or shopping online, will cause you to lose
your focus. Instead concentrate on one task at a time
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GALLERY

-Art by Bharkavi (IV Yr A)
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-Art by Divya kumar (IV Yr A)
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FEBRUARY
2019

Hey all
Hope you all found this issue of inBlick
informative and fun to read. This is all for this
month and we promise to come back to you with
the same spirit. So, please write to us about how
you found this issue. Your valuable suggestions
and criticisms are most welcome
Email: jerosiaderose@gmail.com
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